Relationship between the superconducting gap and the pseudogap has been the subject of controversies. In order to clarify this issue, we have studied the superconducting gap and pseudogap of the high-Tc superconductor La2−xSrxCuO4 (x=0.10, 14) by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Through the analysis of the ARPES spectra above and below Tc, we have identified a superconducting coherence peak even in the anti-nodal region on top of the pseudogap of a larger energy scale. The superconducting peak energy nearly follows the pure d-wave form. The d-wave order parameter ∆0 [defined by ∆(k) = ∆0(cos kxa − cos kya) ] for x=0.10 and 0.14 are nearly the same, ∆0 ∼12-14 meV, leading to strong coupling 2∆0/kBTc ∼ 10. The present result indicates that the pseudogap and the superconducting gap are distinct phenomena and can be described by the "two-gap" scenario.
Relationship between the superconducting gap and the pseudogap has been the subject of controversies. In order to clarify this issue, we have studied the superconducting gap and pseudogap of the high-Tc superconductor La2−xSrxCuO4 (x=0. 10, 14) by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Through the analysis of the ARPES spectra above and below Tc, we have identified a superconducting coherence peak even in the anti-nodal region on top of the pseudogap of a larger energy scale. The superconducting peak energy nearly follows the pure d-wave form. The d-wave order parameter ∆0 [defined by ∆(k) = ∆0(cos kxa − cos kya) ] for x=0.10 and 0.14 are nearly the same, ∆0 ∼12-14 meV, leading to strong coupling 2∆0/kBTc ∼ 10. The present result indicates that the pseudogap and the superconducting gap are distinct phenomena and can be described by the "two-gap" scenario. In the studies of the high-T c cuprates, it has been a long-standing issue whether the pseudogap is related to the superconductivity or a phenomenon distinct from the superconductivity. Preformed Cooper pairs lacking phase coherence [1] or superconducting fluctuations [2] have been proposed as a possible origin of the pseudogap. Alternatively, the pseudogap is attributed to a competing order such as spin density wave, charge density wave, loop current [3] etc. In measurements which are sensitive to the superconducting gap around the node such as Andreev reflection, penetration depth, and Raman scattering, the gap decreases with underdoping [4] [5] [6] [7] in contrast to the pseudo-gap which increases with underdoping, suggesting a different origin of the antinodal gap from the superconducting gap. Furthermore, recent ARPES studies have indicated the presence of two distinct energy scales as well as distinct momentum and temperature dependences of the gaps in the nodal and anti-nodal regions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In a previous paper [13] , we have pointed out that the pseudo-gap shows a relatively material-independent universal behavior: the pseudo-gap size is almost the same at the same doping level while the superconducting gap is proportional to T c , suggesting different origins for the superconducting gap and the pseudo-gap. On the other hand, a simple d-wave-like gap has been also reported in some ARPES studies [14, 15] . In such a single-gap picture, the pseudogap is interpreted as a signature of preformed Cooper pairs. Thus, the discrepancy between the experimental studies has remained.
In the analysis of the STM spectra of single-layer cuprate Bi 2 Sr 2 CuO 6+δ (Bi2201), distinct behaviors of the superconducting gap and the pseudogap have been clearly demonstrated [16] . Even if the superconducting peak is not clearly observed in underdoped samples, the superconducting coherence peak has been identified by dividing the spectra in the superconducting state by the normal-state data. Also, similar analysis has been done for the ARPES spectra of Bi2201 in the anti-nodal region and a superconducting peak has been identified [17] . These results suggest that the pseudogap and the superconducting gap have distinct origins and the superconducting gap is created on top of the electronic states with relatively broad spectral features with low density of states due to the pseudogap opening. As for the singlelayer cuprates La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 (LSCO), a clear superconducting peak has been identified in the off-nodal region, however, such a clear peak has not been identified in the anti-node region [11] . In order to examine the coexistence of the superconducting gap and the pseudogap aforementioned, we have performed an ARPES study of LSCO (x=0.14, 0.10) and analyzed the spectral line shapes to extract the signature of the superconducting peak.
High-quality single crystals of LSCO (x=0.10, 0.14, 0.15) were grown by the traveling-solvent floating-zone method. The critical temperatures of T c 's the x = 0.10, 0.14, and 0.15 samples were 28, 32 and 39 K, respectively. The ARPES measurements were carried out using synchrotron radiation at beamline 5-4 of Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light Source (SSRL) and also using a UV laser at the Institute of Solid State Physics (ISSP), the University of Tokyo. We used incident photons with energies of 22 eV at SSRL and 6.994 eV at ISSP. SCI-ENTA R4000 spectrometers were used in the angle mode. The total energy resolution was about 7 meV at SSRL and 2.8 meV at ISSP. The samples were cleaved in situ and measurements were performed at 11 K or 4 K (< T c ) and 40 K (> T c ). Figure 1 shows ARPES spectra of LSCO with x=0.14 and 0.10 taken at T = 11K (< T c ) and T = 40K (> T c ). The spectra have been divided by a convoluted FermiDirac function. One can clearly see that the superconducting gap for the x=0.14 sample in the off-nodal region opens below T c [panel (a1)] and closes above T c [panel (a2)]. The spectra for the x=0.10 sample also shows a similar trend but the gap opens even above T c as shown in panel (c2), suggestive of a pseudogap opening. In the anti-node region, in contrast, spectral weight near E F is strongly suppressed even above T c [(b2) and (d2)], indicating a pseudogap behavior. The difference between the spectra below and above T c is not apparent. From these data, we derive the energy of the superconducting peak as described below.
In order to identify fine structures associated with the superconducting transition, we have applied a similar analysis to that employed in the previous STM [16] and ARPES studies [18] as described in Figs. 2 (a1) -(a3) . First, integrated spectrum along cut b in Fig. 1 [panel (a1)] is divided by Fermi-Dirac function convoluted by the energy resolution [panel (a2)]. Then, the spectrum below T c is divided by that above T c [panel (a3)]. As a result, we have obtained a peak-gap structure near E F even in the anti-nodal region where the pseudo-gap dom- inates the spectra, indicating superconducting peak and gap. In the same manner, the various cuts shown in Fig.  1 have been analyzed and the results are shown in Fig.  2 (b1)-(c2) . Note that the obtained spectra is analogous to the tunneling spectra of s-wave superconductors [19] because the superconducting order parameter is approximately constant around k F on a single cut. Strictly speaking, the division by a convoluted FermiDirac function is an approximate method to determine the gap size and one cannot exclude spurious effect due to the finite energy resolution. In order to determine the superconducting gap energy more precisely, we performed deconvolution to remove the experimental energy resolution from the cut-integrated spectra using the maximum entropy method (MEM) [ Fig. 3(a1) ]. Then, the spectra were divided by the Fermi-Dirac function [ Fig.  3(a2) ]. Finally, the spectra below T c were divided by those above T c [ Fig. 3(a3) ]. In Fig. 3 , we compare the processed spectra with [panels (b1) and (b2)] and without deconvolution [panels (c1) and (c2)]. Also, we have shown processed spectra (without deconvolution) for x=0.15 near the node taken by the laser ARPES with a high resolution of ∼ 2.8 meV [ Fig. 3(d) ]. The peak energies are plotted as a function of the d-wave parameter (cos(k x ) − cos(k y ))/2 in panel (e) and compared with the previous result of x=0.15 which shows "two-gap" behavior [13] . Note that the peak positions of the deconvoluted spectra are closer to E F by ∼ 5meV than those without deconvolution, nearly follows the pure d-wave from the nodal to the anti-nodal regions [13] . Furthermore, the gap sizes in the off-nodal region for both the x=0.14 and 0.10 samples are almost the same. The observed d-wavelike gap in the anti-node region ∆ 0 ∼12-14 meV gives a strong coupling ratio 2∆ 0 /k B T c ∼ 10, similar to the previous Bi2201 result [17] .
Here, we shall discuss differences in the "two-gap" behavior between the single-layer and bi-layer cuprates. In the single-layer cuprates such as LSCO and Bi2201, the co-existence of the pseudogap and the superconducting peak in the anti-nodal direction has been revealed by the ARPES [18] and STM studies [22] including the present result. However, in the case of Bi2212 [8, 9] , such two energy scales have not been resolved in the anti-nodal spectra. Only a single-peak structure appears below T c in the optimally-doped and under-doped regions. The different behaviors between the single-and double-layer cuprates can be understood as follows: When the pseudogap has a different origin from the superconducting gap, the superconducting peak is created on the pseudogap feature of the broad incoherent spectral weight. In the single-layer cuprates, which have relatively low T c 's, the energy scale of the superconducting gap is smaller than that of the pseudogap and the T c is lower than the pseudogap temperature T * in the optimally-doped and the underdoped region as shown in Fig.4(a) . Therefore, the superconducting gap appears below T c within the pseudogap which is created below T * , resulting in the two energy scales in the spectral weight distribution. On the other hand, in the bi-layer cuprates Bi2212, which have a relatively high T c comparable to T * , both energy scales are comparable and T c and T * are also comparable in the optimally doped region [ Fig.4(b) ]. Because the pseudogap has a comparable energy scale with the superconducting gap ∆ 0 and opens at nearly the same temperatures, the two gaps cannot be clearly resolved. Thus, the superconducting peak may show only a weak deviation from the pure d-wave in Bi2212 [8, 9] , unlike the strong deviation with two-energy scales in the singlelayer cuprates [10, 11, 13] .
The present study has revealed that the superconducting gap has nearly pure d-wave form and exists even in the anti-node direction in the optimally-doped to underdoped region. A phenomenological model for the two gap state proposed by Yang, Rice and Zhang (YRZ) well accords with the present coexistence of the superconducting and the pseudogap [23] . While YRZ assumes a RVB gap as the anti-nodal gap, there are several possible candidates for the origin of the pseudogap. Calculations assuming an order parameter different from the superconductivity such as valence bond glass [24] and spindensity wave (SDW) state [25] have predicted that the superconducting gap persists beyond the end of the Fermi arc all the way to the antinode. In accordance with the present observation. Particularly, in the SDW-based calculation [25] , a hump-like pseudogap and a sharp superconducting peak in the anti-node direction as seen in the present result have been reproduced. A temperature dependent ARPES study reveals particle-hole asymmetry of the anti-node gap, most likely due to the density-wave gap formation [26] . This observation would be related to the charge ordered state observed in STM [27] or stripe formation [28] . From a STM result of the charge order [22] , the pseudogap in the anti-nodal region is most likely to link to such a two-dimensional electronic charge order.
In conclusion, we have identified the superconducting peak LSCO (x=0.10, 0.14) in the anti-nodal region from analysis of the ARPES spectra above and below T c . The superconducting peaks follow the pure d-wave on top of the pseudogap of a larger energy scalle. The d-wave gap parameter ∆ 0 of x=0.10 and 0.14 are nearly the same. Since the superconducting order parameter is nearly doping independent in the underdoped region, the drop of T c with underdoping is due to the decreasing length of Fermi arc. The present results have reinforced that the pseudogap and the superconducting gap are distinct phenomena.
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